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Tasks for Essay #1: 
-Choose a subject 
-Browse library databases 
and/or library holdings 
-Search for articles 
-Select two articles 
-Examine traits of articles 
-Compare articles to popular 
articles 
-Draw conclusions about 
academic journal articles 
-Outline main points for the 
essay 
-Draft the essay 
-Include parenthetical citations 
in the essay 
-Prepare the works cited page 
-Review the essay with a peer 
-Revise the essay 
-Submit the essay  
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Expository Situation for Essay#1 (SAMPLE) 

Research question(s): How do scholarly and popular articles contrast? 

Why are articles in academic journals preferred over articles in 

popular periodicals? 

 

Subject(s) for articles that would interest me: Teacher-student interaction 

       College classes    

       Grading essays 

Literature 

 

Audience(s): Instructor; classmates; myself—as someone who needs to learn about researching  

and finding scholarly sources; other instructors; those interested in literature 

 

Purpose(s): To learn why scholarly sources preferred over popular sources in college 

To explain this to my audience 

To determine if there are any instances in which popular sources might be 

acceptable/more suitable for college essays 

To motivate others to use academic journals when appropriate  

 

Narrowed subject: Specific traits that make Article A & B more credible than Article C 

 

Patterns of development: Description—to describe or briefly summarize the topics being  

discussed in my two journal articles 

Division or Analysis—to show readers the parts or elements that  

make up an academic journal article 

Comparison and Contrast—to help readers understand the  

difference between scholarly and popular sources 

 

Tentative thesis statement: The depth, intended readership, and attention to citing references 

makes Article A the better choice for a college essay on teaching college English.     

 

Pages I will need from handbook:  

   pp. 656-57 (all works cited models) 

   p. 645 (all parenthetical citation models) 

p. 684 (works cited model for journal article in an online database) 

   p. 662 (works cited model for print monthly magazine article) 


